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Celebrating Three Foundational BJH SCN Team Members
Dr. Don Dick
As our Senior Medical Director, Don has seen and initiated a major shift in the focus of the BJHSCN. Hip
and Knee arthroplasty was the initial focus of the network, with some of the preliminary care pathway
development and balanced scorecard work dating back 10 years. As the Provincial Hip and Knee
Arthroplasty Program becomes more operational, the focus of the network is increasing shifting to
additional musculoskeletal conditions, and to more upstream components of the care continuum. The
BJHSCN is fortunate to have had Don as the SMD since the startup of the “original six” (no hockey
reference intended) networks. Don was also involved in some provincial, visionary work prior to the
networks, including his contributions to the establishment of the Alberta Bone and Joint Health Institute
(ABJHI). ABJHI is a highly valued and trusted partner for the BJHSCN, providing data acquisition,
analytic and interpretation services, as well as project management functions. Don has brought
enthusiasm, a collaborative style, a zest for innovation, political prowess and big picture thinking to his role. The BJHSCN has
been a strong beneficiary of his diverse skillset, as his drive and commitment has contributed to securing funds for projects,
engaging clinical champions and fostering innovations. Don has influenced a culture of hard questions, hard work and a
pleasant work environment (he is a coffee connoisseur)! We wish Don well in his new role- SMD for Improving Health
Outcomes Together (IHOT). Fortunately, our paths with Don will continue to cross on initiatives of mutual interest – most
notably on the quality dimension of appropriateness.

Dr. Gordon Arnett
Gord is also leaving the BJHSCN Core Committee. The self-described “rabble rouser” has been a
strong clinical champion for numerous bone and joint health initiatives including the hip and knee
working group, core committee and as co-lead of the Province wide Hip & Knee Accreditation review
process. In summer 2016, The Alberta Hip and Knee Program was awarded Leading Practice
Designation by Accreditation Canada. This Leading Practice designation firmly establishes Alberta
Health Services as a national leader in the quality, safety and efficiency of hip and knee replacement
care! Gord is also appreciated for his long standing informal role of being the “corporate memory”
and is remembered, in part, for his story telling abilities and his self-deprecating style of referring to himself as a “simple
orthopod”. We know and value that Gord is so much more than simple, we thank you Gord for your time and contributions
and wish him a very healthy, somewhat relaxing and extremely enjoyable retirement.

Jean Miller
Jean has been a strong patient advisor voice for the Bone & Joint Health SCN. Jean has served the network
for many years and in many different capacities. She will continue in her role as PACER, a role that has
already provided great insights into patient needs with respect to osteoarthritis. Jean’s advocacy skills have
been heard in many different rooms across the province and the country, as she has championed patient
engagement at every level of the health system whenever and wherever possible, including to audiences
with provincial and federal health ministers. It is slightly easier to say goodbye to Jean knowing that while
she will no long be at our Core Committee meetings, she will still be involved in designing community based
osteoarthritis care, patient led research and related topics. Jean has set the standard of patient advisor at
an exceedingly high level and we in the BJHSCN are appreciative beneficiaries!

http://www.albertahealthservices.ca/scns/page7675.aspx
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Engaging the Alberta
Researcher Community
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These initial engagement sessions
where held in Calgary (Oct 20, 2017)
and Edmonton (Oct 23, 2017). The
sessions were attended by 23
researchers from across Alberta who
represented a range of content areas;
included patient, basic science, and
clinical researchers; and, trainees,
junior/new investigators, as well as
established/senior researchers.

Next Steps:
We recognize that these engagement
sessions are but a first step and the
initiation of a needed dialogue. This
has led us to determine that our next
step will be to develop a next set of
provincial researcher-focused sessions which will be more targeted. We
anticipate making announcements
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January/February 2018. Stay tuned!
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May the good times and treasures of the
present, become the golden memories of
tomorrow. Wishing you lots of joy and
happiness over the holiday season and best
wishes to you and yours in 2018!
The BJH SCN Team
Jill, Mel, Dave, Ania, Sheila, Crystal, Violet

